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Winning at golf against Evan

Do you like competing at sports with your family?

Game

back nine

hard holes

winning after 4

Evan got mad

talks big when wins

hit club 

not fun if poor sport

Rivalry

like JMH vs MVHS

played 2 years

Evan always wins

Update - we have played a few more times
 
hope - hope he doesn't get mad again



Do you like competing at sports with your family?  A few years ago, I had my first 

win at golf in the ongoing mother/son golf challenge.  Evan and I have had a fun rivalry 

where we tease each other about who is going to win.  I was finally the champ on 

Monday, September 4th, 2017.  It wasn't a fun night for Evan though because he was 

mad that he lost.  That evening was a memorable one at the golf course when I finally 

got my big win. 

 

The Evan vs. Mom golf rivalry is almost as big as the JMH vs MVHS sports 

rivalry.  Evan and I had been playing golf against each other for two summers before 

the big day.  Evan always won the golf game when he played with me.  During the 

summer of 2017, I practiced each week and took lessons in hopes that I would be able 

to beat Evan even once.  We played each other once a week all summer.  It was time 

for me to be the champion so I could brag to my rival Evan. 

 

Monday, September 4th was an exciting day at the golf course because that was 

the day that I out-golfed Evan.  We arrived at the course around 6 pm for one last match 

before school started.  Evan suggested playing the back nine again since those holes 

are a little bit tougher.  I think he thought it would be harder for me to win on the back 

nine.  It turns out that it was my night and after we played the first four holes I was 

winning and there was no way that Evan could come back.  The last day of summer 

vacation was a good one for me at the MGCC back in 2017. 

 

Evan loved talking big when he was winning but once his mother was in the lead 

he started to get really mad.  After he missed some shots he banged his club against 

the ground.  I know that losing is hard sometimes.  When playing sports or competing in 

games, it is not as fun when someone is not a good sport.  Losing is hard because it is 

disappointing and I guess getting beat by your old mother makes some people mad! 

 

Since that day, we have played against each other a few more times.  Evan is 

still a little bit better than me at golf and the Evan vs Mom rivalry continues with more 

golf games against each other and some friendly competition.  Even though my son 

Evan wins most of the time when we play, I am glad that I beat him once at the end of 

that summer.  They say you can't win them all and now that he is older, I hope that Evan 

will not get mad the next time I beat him.  Whatever happens this summer, it will always 

be on record that Evan got beat at golf by his mom! 

 


